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A brief guideline/FAQ for all Bollywood Music Lovers

Self-Evaluation kit for Singers and Group Leads…….
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 Now there are too many singers in  Smule platform where they don’t have this big picture - they just

sing and share and wait for likes from friends. There is a need of huge numbers good singers

Neither Smule singers look for live audiences nor the people or businesses who

look for good singers can find good singers for their events.  So, 4FANZ™ event

based networking company with a most advanced Business-Fan-Events

Networking creates this collaboration using a web site where singers link their

performances to their portfolios.

Total number of Bollywood Events in every city:

    Number of Birthdays + Number of Anniversaries + Number of Corporate Events + Number of

4FANZ™ Partners (Restaurants, Coffee shops, Corporate Events Halls, Hotel Event Places etc.)

Event types can be singing, dancing or combination of Both.

But, what can drive audiences to any of those event places ?  If they are sure about who is performing

is a quality singer or the host who is hosting is a quality conscious host who invites at least a few

decent quality singers with “Audience 1st” mind set - means don’t bore the audience.

Your City OR (DALLAS,TX )
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 Bollywood has no geographical barriers. Whether it is USA, Kenya,

India, Pakistan or Canada - Bollywood fans find a way to watch movies

or watch concerts, When no concerts scheduled - they try to form a

small group of singers or if can’t find them - join Smule or love to stay

engaged in singing.

Now there is a 2nd category - if Kumar Sanu and Sonu Nigam come to

perform in their backyard also, they won’t leave their TV. They are also

present among your social media friends list. They don’t have interest in

music. Some may love dance or love to dance to DJ tunes in hangover

state with party mood.

The point is Bollywood is present in

everybody’s life in some form - somewhere

, if someone loves listening old classics ,

other places singing or dancing. If

someone invites a DJ to a wedding event,

others could invite Live Music based Performers to do the singing.

Depends on Budget, choices and preferences.

Now think, if good singers or performers are available in one place where

music loving clients or businesses can host - how many Bollywood

events will be happening in your neighborhood ?
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Most singers get blind sighted  and try to sing what they love while not having range/capability to sing that song

as per original pitch and mood - so ending up with a sub-standard performance- this is ‘audience last’ mind set.

Level-2

Singers are those who
Sung before real audience
Use real mic with a mixer to sing

Able to capture rhythm of song

Watching other’s performance keenly

Level-2

Singers are those who
Never sung using mic in real setting
Use headphones on smule to sing

Listen to song many times for rhythm

Sing along with lyrical before smule

Level-1

Level-1

Singers are those who
Sung before real audience
Use real mic with a mixer to sing

Able to follow rhythm of simpler songs
Watching other’s performance keenly

Level-3

Level-3

Singers are those who
Got capabilities of professional singer
Performed live using real mic

Can keep the pitch & mood of original
Select songs based on capability

Level-5

Able to sing with Rhythm and Good
Listeners

Level-4

Singers are those who
Got capabilities of professional singer
Performed live using real mic

Can keep the pitch & mood of original
Select songs based on capability

Level-4

Able to sing with Rhythm and Good
Listeners

Level-5
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As a rule of thumb - irrespective of level, the group managers

should not make a singer part of group just because someone is

Level 4 or level 5 singer. A good singer may not be right fit for

personality or  pride reasons. Invite the singers as a guest to

Observe certain personality and attitude related check list.

However good singer one is - if you find the following attitude

disinvite the singer because he/she is not a good fit.

Remember, they may be awesome singers but they categorized by

 4FANZ™ as not a group fit. In group, good listeners are quick

Learners. In long run, they will complain about other group rules.

1. Singers who just come with mic grabbing attitude

2. Come to sing with no intention to listen to others

3. Get impatient if his/her turn got delayed

4. Comes with books or other stuff not related to music

5. Puts headphone and starts listening to other stuff when own singing is done.

6. Come unprepared and start listening to songs during the event
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A 4FANZ™ group has got maximum 25 members. It is a software setup where the group lead

can’t change. The Number 25 is kept to ensure all the group at least sing two well prepared

songs and if duets can be more. So, never rush to fill all 25 members as once you accept as a

member, by nature of human, it will be rude to ask someone go because he/she did not meet

your expectations. You can always invite some singer you know as guest without any

commitment to make him/her as member. Observe strength and weaknesses. A level 1,2 or 3 ,

new comer with a great voice and passion is worth considering as a member after 3 to 4 months if

there are seats available instead of waiting for a level 4 and level 5 singer. Always consider

passion as a criteria that could surprise you later.  Assign a good humble mentor to the new

comer and guide for quick progress. It could so happen that you may find one or two who doesn’t

follow group guidelines may leave when you frequently remind him/her the new ones can get a

chance to be among 25. Or if you know there is another 4FANZ™ group nearby, put a personal

word to the lead to evaluate and accept.  Remember, singing is about encouraging and never

Tell or do anything that would demoralize any level of singer - whether level-1 or level-5.

As group lead, your important goal is - cultivating  ‘Audience 1st’ mind set. Means when someone

Holds mic - he or she should never sing an unprepared or under prepared songs.

You may ask, if we only take people with passion and voice, what would happen to those who

Love singing but not great voice ?

The answer is - 4FANZ™ Events are classified as  Concerts , Koncerts and Open Mic Events.

The Type of event will always part of invite and one can easily figure out  which is not a concert

event.  We don’t discriminate or discourage singers. We created levels to attract huge audience
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So fans can attend if their favorite local stars are performing in an event. Sponsors also come

forward to sponsor stage events if they see the fan base is increasing. Singing for own happiness

is still not discouraged and many restaurants , coffee shops, Hotels would be getting business from

any crowd - Koncert crowd or Open Mic crowd.

Businesses want to host an event or sponsor an event - you can always

reach us at http://4fanz.com/studios

Send an SMS to try our Award Winning Fan based Social Network - that

is private and super secure  and won many awards

Next Page FAQs

http://4fanz.com/studios
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1. I just started singing and joined the Meet Up Group . How it works ?

    This Meet Up Group is now part of 4FANZ™ Events and active in Dallas. But

    accepts Bollywood Lovers from all Cities. We will be announcing  both Zoom Events

   Which are virtual and Sponsored and Partnered Events at various partner locations.

2. We see lot of outstanding videos on your Facebook Channel and 4FANZ Youtube

Channel . Can I join that group ?

   No. That group is a professional group size limited and closed. That group is a result

of 2.5 years of hard work under very strict guidelines, mentoring, peer review of

Performances. Whatever worked for this group is now available as guideline for others

To follow if they want. This document contains some of the guidelines and you can try

To enforce these on your existing group if you have a group.

If you are not part of any group, join Meet Up Group and attend our local or virtual

events  which are Free. The Premium website expected to be launched on

April 1st 2021 - This Premium web site comes with all group management features,

Discussion features and comments features where mentoring from top performers

Available. You can take part of discussions that could change mind set . If you see our

Level-4 and level-5 - the difference is not in capability but mindset.

https://www.meetup.com/Dallas-Desi-Bollywood-Karaoke-Meetup/
https://www.meetup.com/Dallas-Desi-Bollywood-Karaoke-Meetup/
https://www.facebook.com/bestbollywoodsingers/
https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents
https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents
https://www.meetup.com/Dallas-Desi-Bollywood-Karaoke-Meetup/
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  3. Are the Virtual Sessions and Physical Sessions Free ?

 When we announce  events Meet Up Group Facebook Channel - they are free to

Public. We work with Partners and Sponsors to cover the expenses of Audio, Venue.

4FANZ™ is Event based networking where many smaller groups also can meet. When

After April 1st 2021 look at http://4fanz.com for  Premium features where a singer can

Join a Group in own city by paying an annual subscription and  with local partners

You can be attending many music events in your own city in addition to the virtual ones

We will be keep continuing.

   4. How we can do Duets in Zoom Virtual Sessions ?

We are currently experimenting with a 4FANZ Lyrics Player . We will make this available

To our premium users where they can create the lyrics if they have MP3 or download

If already available. See this demo as well.

  5. My Zoom is not clear when we play Music ?

  Most Modern Mixers like PV-6 BT comes with a USB Out for Laptop or PC.  Connect

  that Output to PC.

�     Connect Tablet Music output to Mixer Audio Input

�     Connect the Mics in Mixer

�     Use a Headphone on Mixer’s monitor output

�     Connect a USB cable from Mixer’s Audio USB Out to PC.

�     Install Audacity Software in PC and Sing a song. See how is quality.

https://www.meetup.com/Dallas-Desi-Bollywood-Karaoke-Meetup/
https://www.facebook.com/bestbollywoodsingers/
http://4fanz.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKOUzQyqWtM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-ifuSHCBFc
https://www.amazon.com/Sony-MDR7506-Professional-Diaphragm-Headphone/dp/B000AJIF4E
https://www.amazon.com/USB-2-0-Interface-Keyboard-Microphone-Instrument/dp/B01BIE98PO
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If Mixer works with Audacity and clear. Then with Zoom also it should work.

What to do when you have an old mixer that doesn’t have USB ?

Item-1

Item-2

If your laptop got USB-C - probably buying this one is good enough instead of above 2.

Newer laptops come with USB-C

If you have any other questions which is not listed here feel free to ask by sending at SMS

http://4fanz.com/studios . All our Zoom events will show 4FANZ events and those will be free

when announced. Subscribe to our Meetup and Facebook channel for event announcements.

https://www.amazon.com/Tisino-Gold-Plated-6-35mm-Stereo-Interconnect/dp/B07K58XYQS
https://www.amazon.com/ENVEL-Headset-External-Mic-Supported-Headphone/dp/B08F3G8TC9
https://www.amazon.com/Tisino-Gold-Plated-6-35mm-Stereo-Interconnect/dp/B07K58XYQS
https://www.amazon.com/Tisino-Gold-Plated-6-35mm-Stereo-Interconnect/dp/B07K58XYQS
https://www.amazon.com/Adapter-Amplifier-Speaker-Headphone-Console/dp/B08QVMVF2M
http://4fanz.com/studios

